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Companies, Organisations, Research Institutes

A ÉLÉCTRICA LDA 1
ANAERO TECHNOLOGY 47
BIOBRIDGES PROJECT 16
BEES (BIOENERGY EVENTS AND SERVICES) 41
BEST – BIOENERGY AND SUSTAINABLE TECHNOLOGIES GMBH 5
BIOPROCESS CONTROL 4
BIOREF - COLLABORATIVE LABORATORY FOR THE BIOREFINERIES 60
BLUESENS GAS SENSOR GMBH 60
BRISK2 50
CAPENERGIES (UNDER NEGOTIATION) 17
CEA 25
CIEMAT 38
CRES 39
EERA BIOENERGY 40
ELEMENTAR ANALYSENSYSTEME GMBH 63
ENGIE (UNDER NEGOTIATION) 7
ETA FLORENCE RENEWABLE ENERGIES 22
EUBCE INFO POINT 21
EUBIA 24
EUROPEAN COMMISSION - JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE 24
FACHAGENTUR NACHWACHSENDE ROHSTOFFE E. V. 13
FOOD BIOTECHNOLOGY GROUP – DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY – UNIVERSITY OF PATRAS 46
FRENCH PAVILION (UNDER NEGOTIATION) 26
FRONTIER LABORATORIES EUROPE 65
IMPERIAL COLLEGE 49
LECO 2
MARCOPOLO GREEN ENERGY CO., LTD 3
THE NETHERLANDS PAVILION 55
PSI (PHOTON SYSTEMS INSTRUMENTS) 44
RITTER APPARATEBAU 6
STEEPER ENERGY 20
SUNSET LABORATORY BV 43
SUCRE PROJECT I BRAZILIAN CENTER FOR RESEARCH IN ENERGY 53
AND MATERIALS (CNPEM) 8
TOTAL (UNDER NEGOTIATION) 55
TNO ENERGY TRANSITION 45
VANGUARD INITIATIVE - BIOECONOMY PILOT 55
WAGENINGEN UNIVERSITY 14
WEBER ENTEC 14

EU Projects

BECOOL 35
CELEBIO PROJECT - CENTRAL EUROPEAN LEADERS OF 33
BIOECONOMY NETWORK 36
FLEXJET 34
NEXTGENROADFUELS 37
TOSYNFUEL 37